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Abstract— Robot swarms have the potential to revolutionize
areas ranging from warehouse management and agriculture
to underwater and space exploration. However, there remains
a substantial gap between theory and robot implementation.
While algorithms might assume reliable communication, perfect
sensing, and instantaneous cognition, most robots have lossy
or even no communication, imperfect sensing, and limited
cognition speed. In our previous work on implicit vision-based
coordination, we demonstrated autonomous three-dimensional
behaviors underwater by removing the need for radio com-
munication between robots. Here we explore impressionist
algorithms, capable of working with even more minimal in-
formation where traditional algorithms are prone to fail. Our
case study focuses on classic flocking behaviors, where a robot
swarm must coordinate group motion. We demonstrate that
reliable alignment, dispersion, and milling can be achieved
with only infrequent and imperfect sensory impressions. In
simulation studies and theoretical analyses, we investigate the
effect of systematically reducing spatial and temporal fidelity of
individual information on the success metrics for the group; we
also demonstrate physical experiments with Blueswarm robots
using simple color detection. Our results show the potential of
impressionist algorithms that operate on simpler neighborhood-
awareness metrics and still achieve desired global goals.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most future applications of robots involve large numbers
working together to achieve high parallelism, robustness, and
scalability. From robotic warehouses to agricultural monitor-
ing and self-driving cars, robots will need to coordinate their
behavior with the rest of the system to achieve global goals.
Many coordination algorithms involve robots interacting with
their local neighbors, allowing the distributed system to
scale well as the number of robots increases. Nevertheless,
even local-neighbor algorithms can make unrealistic assump-
tions, such as perfect and instantaneous communication and
sensing of neighbor position. In contrast, most robots have
limitations on sensing accuracy and computation speed, and
many environments can be challenging for communication.

One such application is underwater robot swarms to in-
vestigate reefs, search for people, or patrol infrastructure.
However, wireless communication performs poorly and lo-
calization methods such as GPS are unavailable underwater.
Instead of explicit wireless communication, bio-inspired im-
plicit coordination algorithms rely on passive neighbor ob-
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Fig. 1. Perception as a combination of spatial and temporal im-
pressions. Typically, faster systems require higher sensing frequencies, and
less structured environments larger amounts of information. Many animals,
however, are able to cope with noisy, incomplete, and infrequent information
when it comes to decision making. Inspired by this, impressionist algorithms
are designed to lessen the perception and computation burden on robots
while providing extra robustness by relying on fewer data points.

servations only. Fish, for instance, use implicit coordination
for complex group tasks such as migration or foraging. We
recently demonstrated the potential of implicit algorithms
on Blueswarm, a platform for underwater collective behav-
iors [1]. Compared to theoretical implicit algorithm models
that assume ideal and instantaneous sensing, Blueswarm
robots have several limitations in neighbor observations,
e.g., visual errors in parsing neighborhood information and
limited perception speed. This motivates the question, how
much spatial and temporal accuracy is really necessary?

In this paper we introduce the concept of impressionist
algorithms and define them as a class of local-neighborhood
algorithms that enables autonomous robots to collectively
coordinate based on limited spatial and temporal resolution,
i.e., incomplete neighbor information and limited reaction
speed (Fig. 1). This contrasts with ideal local-neighborhood
algorithms that assume full and perfect local neighbor in-
formation (i.e., position and velocity) and instantaneous
reactions (i.e., infinite sensing-actuation frequency).

We evaluate impressionist algorithms for three tasks that
are important for collective navigation: heading alignment so
that all robots are moving in the same direction, dispersion
to create a spread-out but connected sensor network, and
milling which is a circular flocking motion (Fig. 2). Using
simulations, we study and modify existing implicit coordi-
nation algorithms for alignment, dispersion, and milling in
[1] and [2] to show the extent to which they can function
as impressionist algorithms. We investigate the effect of
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Fig. 2. Impressionist flocking behaviors. Previously, alignment, dispersion, and milling required high resolution headings or distances. With impressionist
algorithms, the same behaviors can be achieved from rough color, size, or even presence estimates instead, and work at exceptionally low cognition speeds.

systematically reducing spatial and temporal fidelity of indi-
vidual information to determine the thresholds on spatial and
temporal resolution at which global behavior deteriorates.

Dispersion and milling can be achieved by impressionist
algorithms that can only detect the bearing of neighbors
and operate at low temporal resolutions. We demonstrate
both tasks on physical experiments with uni-colored robots,
and provide some theoretical insights into the success of
the impressionist algorithm for milling. For alignment we
propose an impressionist algorithm that uses binary body
coloring instead of the heading of fellow robots, which is
difficult to detect visually with high accuracy; we evaluate
this algorithm’s performance using simulation and theoretical
models. Our results show the potential of impressionist
algorithms that operate on simpler neighborhood perception
and still achieve desired global goals.

II. RELATED WORK
Many flocking behaviors seen in natural and robotic col-

lectives — including alignment [3], [4], dispersion [5], [6],
and milling [1], [7] — can be described with simple local
rules. A wealth of theoretical and simulation work exists
that investigates and in some cases proves abstract versions
of flocking [8]–[10]. In most cases, instances of flocking
are studied in isolation. It is possible, however, to achieve
multiple different flocking behaviors from adaptations to a
single underlying rule or restrictions on the perception [11].

Inevitably, simulation models often make strong assump-
tions on available sensory data and locomotive capabili-
ties, which complicates their transfer onto robotic systems.
Consequently, few autonomous demonstrations of flocking
exist in the robotics domain and most are restricted to two-
dimensional space [1], [2], [12]–[15]. More typically, robot
swarms rely on assistive technologies (e.g., base stations or
external position information), which provide them with high
frequency and fidelity data updates [16]–[22].

The domain of robot swarms deliberately designed to cope
with low sensing frequency and small amounts of data is
largely unexplored (Fig. 1). In many top-down approaches,
algorithms require more data than robots can gather and
make them reliant on external assistance (e.g., [21]). One
way to address this gap is to find algorithms amenable to
the real communication, sensing, and dynamics with evo-
lutionary or machine learning (e.g., [23]). Such algorithms,

however, often lack interpretability and theoretical guaran-
tees. In contrast, bottom-up approaches assume a priori that
robots have very minimal sensors, and explore what group
behaviors are possible given such strong assumptions. For
instance, robots with a line sensor only can achieve circular
milling motion [7]. This is in contrast to traditional bio-
inspired milling behaviors that assume full knowledge of
neighbor positions and headings [24], [25].

III. TASKS, METRICS, AND ALGORITHMS

In this paper, we achieve impressionist algorithms by
systematically reducing information to existing algorithms
while aiming to maintain group performance. We tackle three
autonomous flocking tasks with existing implicit coordina-
tion algorithms: alignment, dispersion, and milling (Fig. 2).
We evaluate spatial resolution: can the algorithms perform
without full neighbor position information (bearing, distance,
heading); and also temporal resolution: can the algorithms
operate at low cognition speeds, where cognition speed is
defined as the ratio of perception frequency to motion speed.

For simulations, we used Bluesim [2], a custom simulator
that closely matches the perception and locomotion of Blue-
bots. Robots of size ρ = 80mm were initialized uniformly
at random over a surface square area of size 1000mm×
1000mm within an unbounded environment. By default,
they had a perception frequency and swimming speed of
2Hz and 130mm/s ≡ 1BL/s (body length/s). For robotic
demonstrations, we used Blueswarm, a versatile platform
for self-organized collective behaviors [1], [2], biomimetic
actuation [26], [27], and fish swimming [28], [29]. Bluebots
had four independently controllable fins to move in 3D
space [30] and two cameras to detect fellow robots [1]. The
laboratory tank was of size 1.78m by 1.78m by 1.17m.

A. Alignment

Alignment is a task in which all robots must match their
heading direction. We defined the quality of alignment by
the final circular standard deviation of robot headings σφ and
declared alignment stable if σφ ≤ 0.5 [2]. A classic alignment
algorithm involves distributed averaging; robots track the
headings of neighbors and rotate toward the average, which
guarantees convergence [31]. We propose and compare im-
pressionist versions of this algorithm where robots can only
infer a lower resolution heading from body colorings.



Fig. 3. Geometry of alignment with colored robots. A colored robot with actual heading ϕ is detected at an angle φ . Red is the salient color if
the robot’s heading ϕ is within the red semicircle. (A) Anterior/posterior colored: red corresponds to φ −π/2≤ ϕ < φ +π/2. (B) Left/right colored: red
corresponds to φ −π ≤ ϕ < φ . (C) The probability of assigning a new heading ϕ that matches a robot’s cardinal direction (left/right) depends on φ and
is color-coded on the unit circle: darker segments correspond to higher probabilities for left/right (and lower probabilities for anterior/posterior) colored
robots. For instance, in the first quadrant when seeing more red on a left/right colored robot, the probability is 1−|φ |/π; robots in the dotted area get
assigned a heading ϕ that does not match their cardinal direction. The average probability of a matching heading for bi-colored robots is 0.75. (D) The
anterior/posterior and left/right colorings work well in complementary angular regions. When combined on quad-colored robots, the average probability of
a heading assignment that matches a robot’s cardinal direction increases to 0.875.

B. Dispersion

Dispersion is a task where the robots must spread out to
create a sensor network with some target distance dt be-
tween neighboring robots. A classic algorithm for achieving
dispersion is based on the Leonard-Jones potential, where
robots use potential-based attractive and repulsive virtual
forces derived from the distance of each neighbor (cf. [1]).
We evaluate modified impressionist algorithms where robots
can only sense binary (too close/far), or tertiary (too far, ok,
too close) distance estimates and compare their performance
to using exact distances by measuring the average robot
distance as a function of the target distance dt .

C. Milling

Milling is a dynamic task where robots swim in a
clockwise (or counterclockwise) circular formation. Many
algorithms have been proposed for milling that rely on
perfect neighbor positions [24], [25]; recently, a minimalist
algorithm for milling with ground robots was proposed where
robots only pay attention to the presence of robots in a frontal
view [7]. This algorithm is inherently impressionist, and we
previously demonstrated its success on seven physical Blue-
bot robots [1]. Here we dig in deeper to better understand
the spatial and temporal limits, and provide some theoretical
insights into the robustness of this impressionist algorithm.

We define the success by how circular the formation is.
To determine the circle position and radius, we repeatedly
fitted circles with center and radius (cfit,r f it ) through the N
simulated robots, using linear least squares (illustrated in the
supplement). As a first metric, we required the distribution
σ of the robots along the circle to be low, which, due to
symmetry, is the case if robots are uniformly distributed; as
a second metric, we required the closest (rmin) and furthest
(rmax) robot from the circle center to be within a tight bound,
which ensures that all robots are close to the circle:

σ =

∥∥∥∥∥ N

∑
i=1

pi−Ncfit

∥∥∥∥∥< 1.5r f it &
rmax

1.1
< r f it <

rmin

0.9
, (1)

where pi are the xy-coordinates of robot i and cfit are the
xy-coordinates of the fitted circle center. The convergence
time tconv is the first instance which satisfies both metrics.

IV. ALIGNMENT RESULTS
Our previous demonstrations of alignment relied on head-

ings derived from LED positions on the Bluebots, and
could be achieved by a simple averaging algorithm [2]. We
showed that simulated alignment worked even if inferred
robot headings were reduced to two cardinal directions
(left/right). In other words, robots capable of estimating
whether fellow robots are pointed to their left or right
can align (Fig. 5A). Here we introduce a more natural
and impressionist alignment algorithm that observes multiple
body colors on each fellow robot, similar to schooling marks
seen in reef fish. A fellow robot’s orientation is estimated
based on color salience, then fed to the same averaging
procedure for alignment as before. In the following, we
analyze different colorings and present simulation results on
their effectiveness with regards to successful alignment.

A. Anterior/posterior colored robots
It is challenging to conclude whether a fellow robot

definitely faces to the left or right solely based on a body
coloring rather than reliable heading information. However,
by looking at a robot body, it is possible to decide whether
the robot moves toward or away from oneself. If the anterior
and posterior ends were colored differently as in Fig. 3A,
one simply has to decide which color is salient. A robot
swimming away (φ − π/2 ≤ ϕ < φ + π/2) is assigned a
radially outward heading ϕ that corresponds to the angle
of detection φ ; π is added (a 180 ◦ rotation) if the robot is
swimming toward (Eq. 2 and Fig. 3A). The planar direction
is known from the pq coordinates as φ = arctan2(q, p) [1].

ϕ ← φ if away (red posterior end)
ϕ ← φ +π o/w

(2)

Simulations showed that alignment following this protocol
also leads to convergence in robot headings (Fig. 4).



Fig. 4. Simulations for alignment with multi-colored robots. Robots
with 4 colors aligned roughly as well as robots with exact (LEDs) and binary
(2 cardinal) headings. Robots with anterior/posterior or left/right colorings
had a 40% higher circular standard deviation after 300 s. N = 7 robots were
used, and data points are presented as the mean (solid lines) and standard
deviation (shades) from n = 10 simulation runs.

B. Left/right colored robots

Judging whether a robot is swimming away or toward
— or which of two colors is salient — can be difficult,
especially if one is presented a side view of that robot. Given
the shape of a Bluebot, it is substantially easier to decide
which lateral side one faces if they are colored differently,
e.g., red on the left and blue on the right (Fig. 3B). The
following equation assigns headings ϕ perpendicular to the
angle of detection φ based on which side is more visible:

ϕ ← φ −π/2 if more red (left lateral side)
ϕ ← φ +π/2 o/w

(3)

Alignment simulations showed convergence in this case as
well (Fig. 4). The difference between the anterior/posterior
and left/right colorings (cf. equations 2 and 3) is simply
a 90◦ rotation. It is easy to see that two color segments
could be arranged at any angle around the vertical axis of
the robot. However, the left/right arrangement is the simplest
for deciding which color is salient with this robot shape.

C. Probabilistic analysis

In the following, we analyze why alignment with bi-
colored robots did not converge as well as alignment based
on two cardinal directions (Fig. 4). In the case of two
cardinal directions (the benchmark), the robot heading ϕ is
approximated to ±π/2 but the direction (left/right) is always
assigned correctly (Fig. 5A). With bi-colored robots, the
probability Pr(φ) of assigning an approximated orientation
ϕ that matches the robot’s left/right direction depends on the
angle of detection φ (Fig. 5B). For a left/right colored robot,
Pr(φ) = 1 for φ = {0,π}; e.g., at φ = 0 and as long as the
exact robot heading has a leftward component, red is salient.
The observing robot sees red and assigns a correct leftward
heading. However, this probability drops to Pr(φ) = 0.5 for
φ = ±π/2 (Fig. 3C and Eq. 4). For instance at φ = π/2,
red is equally likely to be salient whether the exact heading

Fig. 5. Alignment with discretized headings. (A) All headings are
correctly grouped into one of two cardinal directions: left or right. (B) Based
on salient color, headings are set perpendicular to the planar direction φ at
which a robot appears. The headings of the two robots marked with a red
cross do not match their correct cardinal directions.

has a left- or rightward component. Conversely, for an
anterior/posterior colored robot, Pr(φ) = 0.5 for φ = {0,π}
and Pr(φ) = 1 for φ =±π/2.

Pr(φ) = 1−|φ |/π if −π/2≤ φ < π/2
Pr(φ) = |φ |/π o/w

(4)

To improve alignment, we weighted the inferred angles
ϕ proportionally to their probability Pr(φ) of being correct
(supplement). Intuitively, alignment with bi-colored robots
should converge because the probability of assigning the cor-
rect cardinal (left/right) direction is always at least 0.5. Aver-
aged over time and robot detections, however, the probability
of assigning the correct direction is only 0.75; therefore, bi-
colored convergence is inferior to cardinal convergence.

D. Robots with more than two colors

Because headings inferred from anterior/posterior and
left/right colorings have complementary probabilities of
pointing into the correct cardinal direction, it is possible to
combine them to improve alignment (Fig. 3D). For instance,
on a quad-colored robot with distinguishable anterior (e.g.,
light), posterior (e.g., dark), left and right (red and blue)
sides, we would use the left/right distinction for forward
(−π/4 ≤ φ < π/4) and backward (3π/4 ≤ φ < π or −π ≤
φ < −3π) facing directions, and the anterior/posterior dis-
tinction for left and right facing directions. The resultant
average probability of a heading assignment that matches
a robot’s cardinal direction is now 0.875 (compared to
0.75 with bi-colored robots). Simulations of such alignment
converged substantially better than bi-colored alignment and
were roughly on par with cardinal and exact LED-based
alignment (Fig. 4). Therefore, given accurate color detection,
similar alignment results could be expected for real robot
experiments with this simpler impressionist algorithm.

E. Sufficient cognition speed fc

We used a cognition speed of 2BL−1 for above experi-
ments. Simulation results from our previous research showed
that alignment starts to work at a cognition speed of 1BL−1

(σφ ≈ 0.6) and stops improving further at 2BL−1 (σφ ≈
0.3) [2]. During successful evasive maneuvers with Bluebots
which were part of the same study [2], we measured actual
cognition speeds ranging from 0.96BL−1 to 3.42BL−1.



Fig. 6. Dispersion with binary (too close/far) and tertiary (too close, ok,
too far) classifications of neighbor distances enables predictable average
robot distances. Moreover, dispersion is robust against low cognition
speeds. N = 7 robots were used, and data points are presented as the
mean (colored dots, often overlapping) and standard deviation (shades) from
n = 10 simulation runs. Exact 2.0BL−1 is considered the reference case.

V. DISPERSION RESULTS

We previously demonstrated potential-based disper-
sion [1]. The attractive or repulsive forces of fellow robots
depended on their distance, inferred from the posterior LEDs
on a Bluebot. The overall spread of the collective was
controlled with a single parameter, the target distance dt .

Here we introduce impressionist algorithms that do not
rely on exact perception of neighbor distances, and also show
how attractive and repulsive forces can be used for collective
obstacle avoidance or leader following. In the case of binary
distances, Bluebots classified fellow robots as either too close
or too far. All robots closer than the target distance dt were
treated as if at 80% of dt , and robots further than dt at
120% of dt . As a result, we only used two virtual forces
as opposed to using forces proportional to the exact inter-
robot distances as in previous work. In the case of tertiary
distances, we added a satisfactory and force-free zone located
within ±10% of dt . Closer robots were again treated as if
at 80% of dt , and further robots as 120% of dt .

A. Sufficient perception of distances

Estimating the exact position of neighboring robots re-
quires accurate sensing and expensive image processing.
Instead, by only having to estimate whether fellow robots
are closer, further, or approximately at the target distance,
Bluebots can still achieve predictable spacing. This can
be done, for instance, by looking at the blob size of a
neighboring robot, where the nominal blob size is fixed at the
target distance. In our experiments with binary and tertiary
distances, these impressionist forms of sensing led to the
same linear scaling between the chosen target distance and
the resulting average robot distance (Fig. 6). Dispersion with
binary distances (too close/far) can overshoot the expected
average neighbor distance due to the nonlinear potential
function, by which closer robots exert stronger forces than
further robots. Alternative potential functions or different

classification distances (e.g., 90% and 130% of dt instead
of the symmetric 80% and 120%) may be less prone to
overshooting. By addition of a non-control zone, dispersion
with tertiary distances followed exact dispersion very closely.

B. Sufficient cognition speed fc

The nominal cognition speed for dispersion was 2BL−1.
For binary dispersion, the most impressionist version, we
lowered cognition speed down to 0.1BL−1 without observing
significant changes in performance (Fig. 6). Dispersion gets
away with severely limited amounts of information (too
close/far) and low frequencies of sensing because individual
robot errors are averaged out across the collective and time.

C. Minimalist perception for Bluebot experiments

Dispersion can also be achieved with robots moving
toward or away from the unweighted average, i.e., only
having to consider the direction of fellow robots but not their
distance. However, with this simpler unweighted dispersion
it is not possible to set a target distance by which the spread
of the collective can be controlled — both dispersion and
aggregation are infinite (or up to the limit of the visual
range). To limit dispersion and avoid partitioning of the
collective, other means would have to be employed, such as
setting a required minimum number of visible fellow robots.

Unweighted dispersion solely requires the detection of
neighboring robots (but not their distance or heading). Here
we use the same computationally inexpensive approach for
detection as outlined in the milling section below. Snapshots
from a color-based dispersion experiment with four black
robots are shown in Fig. 7.

D. Adaptation 1: Dynamic obstacle avoidance

A robot collective can dynamically avoid obstacles while
maintaining cohesion by assigning a large repulsive force
to unknown objects. To this end, a robot must be able to
distinguish between other members of the collective and
unknown objects. Here we present three simulated scenarios
of such dynamic obstacle avoidance: a collective of 10
robots navigating a static, oncoming, or traversing obstacle
(supplementary video). Each robot ran standard weighted
dispersion with a target distance dt of 5BL ≡ 5 · 130mm.
The potential function for unknown objects was cropped
at dt such that they exerted the same repulsive force as
fellow robots but never attract a robot. Our results show
that this dispersion protocol allows a robot collective to
circumnavigate obstacles while maintaining cohesion.

E. Adaptation 2: Leader following

We can induce leader following by assignment of strong
super-attraction to a super-robot (i.e., the leader). Here
we present a simulated scenario with a collective of 10
robots. 9 robots ran standard weighted dispersion; the 10th

robot operated as the leader, swimming a straight line. The
potential function for the leader was cropped at dt and
magnified such that it exerted a 10-fold attractive force but
no repulsive force. Our results with three different target



Fig. 7. Flocking with four colored Bluebots. Top: Dispersion and aggregation (timed to switch at t = 20s). Bottom: Formation of a clockwise circle
and sustained milling. Both behaviors are shown in the supplementary video.

distances dt of 1, 5, and 10BL showcase that such dispersion
protocol allows a robot collective to follow a designated
leader while maintaining cohesion (supplementary video).
Here, the robots followed as a flock whereas in the milling-
related leader following (below), they followed in line.

VI. MILLING RESULTS

We previously demonstrated dynamic circle formation and
milling based on binary sensing of neighbor presence [1].
Each robot’s field of view was simplified to a 3D triangular
prism with opening angle 2α (which reduces to a plane of
sight in the case of α = 0). If any neighbor was detected
within this field of view, a robot turned counterclockwise;
otherwise, it turned clockwise. We proved that the emergent
circle formation is the unique steady state and can be
maintained indefinitely. We further derived the following
formula for the circle radius R, given N participating robots
with approximately circular bodies of radius ρ:

R =
ρ

cosα− cos
( 2π

N −α
) (5)

This milling algorithm was already impressionist, depend-
ing only on detecting presence or absence of neighbors
in a front-facing view. Here we explain how the viewing
angle parameter in conjunction with the number of robots
affects the final formation. We also investigate how the
algorithm performs under lower cognition speeds. Finally, we
provide new theoretical insights into how and why circular
milling emerges from this impressionist algorithm. The robot
dynamics were simplified to clockwise or counterclockwise
turning at a fixed and constant radius rswim ≈ 270mm and
velocity v ≈ 130mm/s (both values resemble actual Blue-
bot swimming). These simplified dynamics were validated
against fully simulated robot dynamics (supplement).

A. Viewing half-angle α and circle radius R

Looking at the denominator of Eq. 5, we observe three
cases for the circle radius R:

R ∈


R+, if α < π/N
∞, if α = π/N
R−, if α > π/N

(6)

Intuitively, the more robots N form a circle, the smaller
the viewing half-angle α has to be in order not to see
some fellow robot at all times (supplement). In practice and
given robots with approximately circular bodies of radius ρ ,
the viewing half-angle α has to be chosen below π/N to
maintain a circle of radius R.

To study the effect of the viewing half-angle α on the
circle radius R, we ran 1100 experiments in which 10 robots
successfully formed and maintained a circle. The radii of
final circles had a low standard deviation and matched well
with the theoretically expected values as per Eq. 5 (Fig. 8A).
The convergence time varied significantly across simulation
runs but the mean speed of circle formation was not affected
largely by different viewing half-angles α (supplement).

In theory, the circle radius rapidly approaches ∞ around
α = π/N and becomes negative for α > π/N. In practice, the
robots kept forming circles of continuously growing radii for
α ≥ π/N. For instance, circles with an α of 18◦ and 20 ◦ had
radii of 13445mm and 47862mm after 10000s. In case of
α >> π/N, all robots cannot fit on the circle without seeing
some fellow robot at all times. As a result, we observed
circles formed by the majority of robots with a few robots
remaining trapped within the circle, rotating in the opposite
direction; for instance, eight robots circling and two robots
trapped for α = 2π/N = 36 ◦ (supplementary video).

B. Number of robots N and circle radius R

To study the effect of the number of robots N on the
circle radius R, we ran another 1100 experiments with robots
given forward looking plane-of-sight sensors (α = 0). In all
experiments, the robots successfully formed and maintained
a circle. The radii of final circles had a low standard
deviation and matched well with the theoretically expected



Fig. 8. Milling simulation results. (A-B) The circle radius grows with the viewing half-angle and the number of robots, respectively, and can be predicted
accurately. Mean and standard deviation of circle radii from n = 100 experiments per data point (red line and shade) as well as theoretically expected radii
(blue dots). (C) Cognition speed and viewing angle can be traded off. Percentage of successful circle formations from n = 100 experiments per data point
with α = 10◦ (red) and α = 0 (blue).

values as per Eq. 5 (Fig. 8B). The convergence time varied
significantly across simulation runs (supplement). In general,
the more robots N the larger the circle and the more distance
to be travelled. However, the mean convergence time was
only marginally affected because robots take parallel action.

C. Sufficient cognition speed fc

In the previous experiments, robots had a cognition speed
of fc = 2BL−1 and successfully formed circles. Here we
investigated the critical range of cognition speeds at which
the quality of circle formation degraded until successful
convergence, as defined by Eq. 1, was no longer possible.

For N = 10 simulated robots with forward looking plane-
of-sight sensors (α = 0) moving at a velocity of roughly
130mm/s, a minimum cognition speed of fc = 1.25BL−1

was required to enable circle formation (Fig. 8C, blue). At
lower cognition speeds, neither the average robot distance
from the fitted circle (i.e., the per-robot-error) nor the robot
distribution σ (cf. Eq. 1) converged over time (supplement).

The minimum cognition speed can be lowered if more
information is available each cycle. We increased the viewing
half-angle from α = 0 to α = 10 ◦. This in turn decreased
the chance of missing a robot in the front. As a result, the
new minimum cognition speed was fc = 0.75BL−1 (Fig. 8C,
red). This trade-off exemplifies our definition of perception
as a combination of temporal and spatial impressions.

In practice, circle formation can be successful as long as
the ratio of cognition to locomotion speed is high enough.
Slowing down locomotion can improve success. A better
option is to use simulation to find this ratio and design
impressionist robots with sufficient cognition.

D. Minimalist perception for Bluebot experiments

Perception was the most computationally expensive task
on the actual Bluebots. Our previous work relied on camera-
based neighbor detection, made fast enough by reducing each
robot to three bright LEDs [1]. To detect LEDs reliably,
we had to create a dark underwater environment. Here we
present a computationally inexpensive approach to Bluebot
detection without LEDs and controlled ambient lighting. To

this end, we colored the robots black such that they were
clearly distinguishable from the white tank environment.
In order to apply our rapid blob detection in the usual
way [1], the raw images were masked (the image area above
the water surface was ignored) and negated, such that the
robots appeared bright and the background dark (supple-
ment). Snapshots from a color-based milling experiment with
four black robots illustrate that circle formation is possible
without LEDs (Fig. 7).

E. Adaptation 1: Leader following

A single robot programmed to behave differently, i.e., to
move on a prescribed trajectory, leads any other robots that
apply the circle formation rule. Such leader following works
from random initialization, from existing circle formations,
and also when an external leader is introduced to a group of
circling robots (supplementary video).

F. Adaptation 2: Dispersion

Changing the counterclockwise and clockwise turning
radii to r0 = 0 and r1 = ∞ makes any robot turn on the spot
if they do not see another robot, or swim straight toward any
other robot they see. As a result, robots aggregate (and form
a tiny circle). If we move the field of view to the posterior,
i.e., to detect presence in the back instead of in the front, the
same robots disperse (supplementary video).

G. Theory of circle formation

We provide new analysis and theoretical evidence to show
why circles are formed reliably from random initialization.
Detailed explanations and assumptions are laid out in the
supplement; here we describe the intuition behind circle
formation, which is rooted in four observations: (1) A robot
rotates clockwise until it detects another robot. (2) Then, the
alternate clockwise and counterclockwise movement effected
by the circle formation rule leads to a following/homing
behavior. (3) A robot never follows multiple robots simulta-
neously. Multiple robots cannot permanently follow a single
without their line-of-sights intersecting. (4) As a result, a
scenario in which every robot follows and is followed by



exactly one other robot emerges. In the absence of any
leading robot, a circle forms.

VII. CONCLUSION

We designed impressionist algorithms, capable of cop-
ing with infrequent and incomplete sensory updates, for
robotic flocking behaviors. For alignment, we conceived an
algorithm based on body colorings that does not require
the heading of fellow robots. For dispersion, we showed
that exact distances to fellow robots are not required to
achieve predictable average robot distances. For milling, our
simulations confirmed the theoretical scaling of the circle
radius with regards to the viewing angle and number of
robots. We identified the minimally required cognition speed
for successful circle formation and showed how it depends on
the viewing angle. And we provided new theoretical insights
in how the milling behavior forms. Finally, we demonstrated
milling and dispersion with colored Bluebots, and showed
multiple adaptations of both behaviors in simulation.

Comparing the impressionist traits, we observe that all the
studied flocking behaviors can cope with limited data quality.
The metrics for successful alignment and milling are more
stringent and the behaviors rely on higher individual robot
accuracy than dispersion. During dispersion, robot errors
can cancel out and time acts as a low pass filter, rendering
exact information unnecessary and allowing for exceptionally
low sensing frequencies. We conclude that impressionist
algorithms are particularly applicable to collective behaviors
expressed at a group level which do not rely on group
members making exact decisions at all times.

Overall, our experimental results show that alignment, dis-
persion, and milling can be achieved with reduced amounts
of sensory data, in many cases stemming from sensory im-
pressions rather than exact measurements. Our impressionist
algorithms work where traditional algorithms are prone to
fail due to lack of sensory data.
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